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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

―Every human society, no matter how primitive has developed the ability to 

communicate through speech and our ability to communicate through spoken and 

written language has been cited as one single most important characteristic that sets 

the human apart from the animals‖(Curtis,1978). 

A good voice is a clear, resonant, stable, well supported by adequate breath control. It 

is at a pitch level that is appropriate to the speaker and the message. Rate of speech is 

such that messages are clearly understood. An effective speaking voice should have 

the following characteristics (Anderson, 1961) adequate loudness, ease and flexibility, 

clearness and purity of tone, a vibrant sympathetic quality, pleasing and effective 

pitch level, and ease of diction. 

The larynx and all parts of vocal tract are changing throughout life and the voice 

reflects these changes. Some vocal features are the result of gross alterations such as 

the size of the vocal folds and the dimensions of the vocal tract, but there are the 

result of more subtle changes, such as the changing histology of the vocal folds and 

the timing of the neuronal impulses that initiate and regulate phonation.  

The structure and the controlling mechanism of phonation are in the process of 

maturation for the first 20 years of life. From embryological stage to old age, 

maturation and subsequent decline of the anatomy, physiology and histology of the 

vocal tract and its related systems results in acoustic changes in the voice. 

The physiology of voice production is remarkably complex. Preparations are made in 

the cerebral cortex of the brain for production of voice. Other major brain centers of 
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the brain are responsible in sending adequate impulses to the nerves and muscles of 

larynx required for phonation. Kinesthetic and auditory feedback information are 

relieved by the brain and it tries to make subtle adjustments to control the voicing. 

Phonation involves a complex interaction between power source, oscillator and 

resonator. Power is generated by the lungs with the help of chest abdomen and back 

muscles whose combined action produces a high-pressure airstream. As the 

respiratory system is preparing to provide the airflow, the two vocal folds begin to 

approximate towards each other. Once they reach appropriate level of adduction, the 

airflow from the lung forces the vocal cords apart, an impulse of air escapes through 

the glottis, sub glottal pressure drops, vocal cords are sucked into adductory state, and 

the whole process repeats. Based on the voice thus produced, the brain maintains and 

alters impulses sent to the voice and respiratory musculatures. Rapid complex 

adjustments at the sub glottal level are necessary during phonation because the 

resistance in the vocal tract changes almost continuously as the vocal folds adduct and 

abduct during vibration.    

The quasi-periodic complex tone produced by the ―source‖ is then ―filtered‖ by the 

vocal tract, as per the source-filter theory (Fant, 1960). The quality of the voice thus 

produced depends on the myoelastic properties of the vocal folds and the vocal tract. 

Communication via spoken language is hampered or even rendered impossible when 

the production of vocal sound is faulty. Since the voice is governed by such a 

complex set of dimensions, it is quite natural that it is affected by various intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors. 
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Factors affecting voice production 

Physiological factors 

Physical makeup of a person plays a significant role in shaping one‘s voice. The 

shape and size of the jaw, teeth, tongue and lips determine, in part the sounds that the 

person makes. Illness can affect the way voice is produced. Consistent vocal abuse 

through yelling, screaming, smoking and many other factors can temporarily or even 

permanently affect one‘s voice. Vocal nodule is one of the commonly seen conditions 

affecting voicing in singers, actors, teachers, athletic coaches, cheerleaders, and others 

who strain their voices (Schutte, 1980). 

The vocal apparatus begins to deteriorate due to aging process. Vocal folds become 

thinner and tighter in men accounting for increased fundamental frequency of voice 

with advancing age (Hollien and Ship, 1972). On the other hand, the vocal folds 

become thicker and loose in women, which explains the lowering of fundamental 

frequency of voice with advancing age, and lead to hoarse voice (Greene and 

Mathieson, 1989). Flexibility is reduced with age (Biever and Bless, 1989; and 

Aronson, 1990). Diet and medications can also affect the voice by dehydrating the 

mucus lining and vocal folds (Sataloff, 1997). 

Psychological factors 

Voice production is not only influenced by the psychological status of an individual. 

For example, extroversion may be indicated by the use of a marked pitch range ; 

nervousness may be by the use of high habitual pitch while nasality may be linked to 

neuroticism (Street and Hopper, 1982).  
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There are some evidences to link certain qualities of voice to depression, anxiety and 

loss of hope. With the low habitual pitch, narrow frequency range  and a slow speech 

rate has been thought to be associated with depression, while anxiety is thought to be 

associated with a fast speech rate, breathy and irregular voice (Gudykunst, 1986). 

Likewise, strees and strain can be indicated by high pitched harsh voice (Deary, 

Wilson, Carding and Mackenzie, 2003). 

Environmental factors 

The physical and psychological factors influencing voice assume greater significance 

if the speakers have a difficult speaking-environment. The effects of physical and 

psychological factors on voice are compounded when one has to use voice in a large, 

dusty or polluted hall or theater, which has poor acoustics, poor amplification and/or 

high noise levels. Lectures and speech given in open fields in rural settings pose 

particular problems for speakers because, apart from the open air, the speakers also 

have to encounter dusty situations (Schutte, 1980).    

Voice disorders arise when an individual‘s quality, pitch or loudness differs from 

voice characteristics of a typical speaker(s) of age, gender, cultural background and 

geographical location, or when an individual indicates that his/her voice is not 

sufficient to meet daily needs, even if it is not perceived as deviant from others 

(Stemple, Glaze, & Klaben, 2004). The range of etiologies of voice disorders is large 

and these differences may results from a variety of factors. Structural, medical and 

neurologic alterations of the respiratory, laryngeal and vocal tract mechanisms, 

maladaptive or inappropriate voice use may create a voice disorders.   

For humans, voice plays an important role in the process of communication. 

Therefore, any impairment in the normal mechanism of voice production can cause 
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significant disability to an individual in performing routine and important activities. If 

the voice problem is untreated it will result to voice handicap.  

Voice disorders can be divided into three main categories: organic, functional, or a 

combination of the two. A voice disorder can be termed as organic if the cause is 

structural or physiologic. It can be due to a disease of the larynx by itself or by remote 

systemic or neurologic diseases that may alter laryngeal structure or function. 

Structural lesions of the larynx can occur in any of the tissues of the larynx and vocal 

folds. These lesions have a wide variety of causes including congenital conditions, 

injury, systemic diseases, infectious and inflammatory conditions, and phonotrauma. 

Lesions can interfere with phonation. Some structural disorders interfere more with 

respiration than with phonation and some affect both the functions. 

Some of the voice disorders with neurologic involvement occur in isolation whereas 

others are a symptom of a larger disease process eg. Dysarthria.      

―Psychogenic Voice Disorder occurs in the absence of structural or neurological 

pathology sufficient to account for the voice difficulty, with onset and maintenance of 

the voice difficulty caused by disturbed psychological processes.‖ 

In the literature and in the clinic, group of voice disorders that occur without organic 

laryngeal pathology, the terms functional, Psychogenic, psychosomatic and 

nonorganic are used synonymously  

Nature and degree of voice use shows the impact on voice across all dimensions of 

the person‘s quality of life. Vocational demands can be critical if the individual gives 

a large number of presentations, spends a significant amount of time on the telephone, 

in meetings or other group situations, is a performer or, works in a noisy environment. 
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Recreational activities such as amateur or professional singing or acting, attending 

sports events and concerts, cheerleading, or coaching can all tax the vocal mechanism. 

The degree to which the effect of voice disorder on ones‘ daily activities may vary 

significantly depending on the severity of the voice disorder. It may also depend on 

the voice needs of the patient. Several self-perception tools which are standardized are 

available to evaluate the effect of voice disorders on the daily activities.  

As stated by World Health Organization (WHO), the evaluation of health before and 

after therapy outcomes are not adequate to specify the severity of disease, rather 

assessing the quality of life is necessary to compile in overall assessment. A common 

method in order to evaluate quality of life is questionnaires; Quality of life 

measurement is one way to assess the overall outcome of the physical, mental, and 

social well-being of a patient after a health-related problem. 

India has diverse languages and dialects. In the recent years, Indians are majorly 

dependant on their voices for their daily living. One who use voice as a major source 

of earning for daily living include politicians, singers, teachers, sales persons,  actors, 

and street vendors. Noise and dust pollution (poor ambience), lack of acoustic 

amplification, poor life style such as spicy foods, excessive consumption of coffee, 

tea, and carbonated soft drinks, the tropical climate, and excessive voice use are some 

of the factors that increase individual‘s susceptibility to voice problems in the Indian 

context (Prakash et al., 2008). For example, a person selling food in a public railway 

station has to increase his vocal loudness above the noise of the loud trains and the 

crowd, in the dusty environment for long hours. A full-time school teacher is likely to 

teach an average of about 30 classes per week and the duration of each class would be 

about 40 minutes (Prakash et al., 2008). Classrooms typically have about 30–40 

students and no amplification systems are provided. The above mentioned factors are 
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likely to differ across cultures, socio-economic status, occupation, environment and 

life style. Hence, there is a need to develop a specific tool in every Indian language 

that addresses all these factors. 

Need for the present study 

There is ample number of Quality of life measuring tools available in Western 

cultures. But in Indian context, only in two Indian languages the Quality of life 

questionnaires is available in Kannada and Tamil languages. There is no Quality of 

life assessment tool for voice disorders in Telugu language. There is a need to assess 

individual‘s self perception of voice problems in Telugu population. 

 Telugu language is one of the Indo- Dravidian language, which is widely spoken in 

south India, in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. Worldwide there are 70 

million people who speak Telugu as their native language and 5 million people use 

Telugu as their second language [Data source: Ethnologue: Languages of the World, 

15th ed. (2005)]. There is a need to assess the impact of voice problems on the quality 

of life in the widely Telugu speaking population.  

Aim of the Study: 

 To adapt and validate the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-DOP) in Telugu. 

Objectives of the study: 

(i) To adapt and translate the English version of the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-

DOP) into Telugu language. 

(ii) To validate the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile V-DOP in Telugu language. 

(iii) To compare the V-DOP scores between individuals with voice disorder and phono-

normal individuals. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The need for a communication is achieved through spoken language and it is the voice 

that is modified to achieve speech sounds. The ability to use vocal system to express 

feelings, describe an event and to establish communication is very unique to human 

beings. Boon (1977) considers the act of speaking as a very specialized way of using 

the vocal mechanism, demanding a combination or interaction of the mechanisms of 

respiration, phonation, resonation and articulation. 

The underlying basis of speech is voice. According to Green (1964) ―voice plays the 

musical accompaniment to speech rendering it tuneful, pleasing, audible and coherent 

and is an essential future of efficient communication by spoken word‖. The speaking 

voice conveys information about the individual who is speaking and the quality of 

voice serves as an important means by which speakers portray to the world, their 

physical, psychological and social characteristics. 

Occupational voice health is becoming more important as more people depend on 

their voices for their work. Due to their nature of work and life style, professional 

voice users are more susceptible to laryngeal pathologies than the general population 

(Stemple, Glaze and Gerdeman, 1995). 

The impact of a voice disorder on professional voice users is twofold. It not only 

causes vocal symptoms that are characteristic of the disorder, it also carries with it a 

high level of emotional strain and anxiety. This anxiety may be caused by the 

disorder‘s potential impact on the person‘s reputation, the ability to meet professional 

commitments, or simply the ability to perform his or her job. These concerns and 
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anxieties add to the actual causes of the voice disorder and must also be addressed in a 

positive manner within the vocal management program.  

Voice assessment is necessary in management of voice disorders. It has 4 primary 

purposes: to arrive at a diagnosis, to determine underlying cause, to facilitate planning 

of voice treatment, and to evaluate outcomes of treatment. Overall, voice assessment 

focuses on acoustical, perceptual, aerodynamic, instrumental, and quality of life 

evaluation.  

Historically voice assessment was limited to auditory-perceptual assessment; with 

advancement in technology, the instrumentation for voice assessment becomes more 

popular, and user friendly. Computer assisted voice analysis programs can complete 

the analysis and present the results in the form of numbers in few seconds, but 

clinicians should not rely on numerical values alone. Clinicians should know what the 

parameters are assessing and interpret the results accordingly in relation to laryngeal 

anatomy and physiology (with respect to different clinical population).  

Whenever clinician assesses the vocal function, a combination of invasive, acoustic, 

perceptual and aerodynamic evaluations must be carried out to get a holistic view of 

vocal functioning. 

In order to objectively evaluate voice: first step in the voice evaluation is a thorough 

history and examination of the interior of the larynx; the oral, pharyngeal, and nasal 

cavities; and the head, neck and chest. 

Some of the invasive methods which are used for observations of vocal function are as 

follows: Endoscopy, Stroboscopy, Kymography, Cinematography etc., 
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These techniques can help us obtain information about the exact function of the 

larynx, including photographic, photoelectric, impedance, and acoustic methods. They 

provide a close-up view of the relatively fine details of the movement and contact 

patterns of the vocal fold themselves. Hence, the value of these techniques to the 

therapist is high. Progress can be evaluated throughout the therapy. The 

laryngological examination and voice evaluation are inseparable and interdependent.  

Acoustic Assessment 

Speech and voice measures rely on three events: signal detection, signal manipulation, 

and signal reconversion. In the three processes, the physical phenomenon , whether it 

be a sound (sustained vowel) or a physiologic event (e.g. air pressure, muscle 

movement) is detected and input by a device, such as a microphone, camera, 

electrode, pressure transducer, or flow meter. It is further manipulated in some 

manner, such as filtering, amplification, or digitization, for use with a specific type of 

equipment or analysis routine; then the same is reconverted for output and display in 

some readable form, such as numerical value, oscilloscope tracing, or speaker. 

The basic acoustic analysis would give the following measures: (a) Fundamental 

frequency (F0), (b) Intensity, (c) Perturbation measures, (d) A ratio of signal (or 

harmonic) energy to noise, and (e) Spectral features. 

Some of the non invasive methods which are used for observations of vocal function 

are as follows: LTAS, Electroglottograph, Spectral analysis, MDVP, Dr.Speech, 

PRAAT etc., 
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Aerodynamic Evaluation 

Aerodynamic evaluation of voice provides: (i) information related to the efficiency of 

valving of the glottis during phonation and the respiratory capacity, (ii) insight into 

speech system dysfunction & efficiency, (iii) get adequate information about the 

neuromuscular control of respiratory mechanism, (iv) improving the precision of 

initial diagnosis, (v) documenting the changes during therapy, and (vi) providing bio-

feedback to the patient.  

There are 15 general parameters of aerodynamic measures that are reported in the 

literature. They are peak air flow, airflow volume, mean air pressure, vital capacity, 

maximum duration of sustained blowing, mean air flow rate, phonation quotient, 

maximum phonation time, s/z ratio, phonation volume, adductor / abductor rate, 

sound pressure level range, mean glottal power, mean glottal efficiency, and mean 

glottal resistance. While the first five give information on the function of respiratory 

system, the remaining measures provide information on the coordination of 

respiratory and laryngeal systems. 

Subjective evaluation of aerodynamic measures 

Many times, the question of whether the patient is using the respiratory system 

efficiently enough to have functional communication can be answered through careful 

observation of the patient while he or she performs the following four tasks: (a) Read 

aloud a standard paragraph; (b) Sustained vowel production (to measure Maximum 

Phonation Time – MPT); (c) Sustained s/z production task; and (d) Endurance for 

sustained speech production.  
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Activities for objective evaluation of respiratory coordination are; (i) Mean Air Flow 

Rate (MAFR); (ii) Estimated Subglottal pressure (ESGP); (iii) Laryngeal airway 

resistance (LAR); (iv) Laryngeal airway conductance (LAC); (v) Phonation Threshold 

Pressure (PTP); and (vi) Phonation quotient (PQ). 

INSTRUMENTS 

Air pressure: It is a measure of force over area (P = F/A). Instruments used to 

measure air pressure are (i) Manometer; (ii) U-tube manometer; (iii) Air-gauge 

manometer; (iv) Aneroid Gauge Manometer; (v) Bourdon Gauge Manometers; (vi) 

Water Bubble Manometer; and (vii) Pressure transducers (Mechanical-Electrical 

Manometers). 

Airflow: It is the measure of movement of volume (quantity) through a given area in a 

unit time. Liters or milliliter per sec is the commonly used unit. Instruments used for 

air flow measurements are: (i) Pneumotachograph; (ii) Warm wire anemometer; and 

(iii) Electro- aerometer.  

Air volume: The amount of air consumed during the act of speaking relative to the 

amount left in lungs. Instruments for lung volume measurements are: (i) 

Plethysmograph; (ii) Spirometer (wet spirometer and dry spirometer); (iii) Spirometer 

RMS Helios 701; (iv) RMS Helios 501; (v) Aerophone II; and (vi) Aeroview. 

Pereptual voice evaluation 

Human ears have ability to identify and recognize the speaker‘s voice. A trained voice 

clinician is often able to determine the causative pathologies on the basis of 

psychoacoustic impression of voice (Hirano, 1975). Perceptual voice evaluation is an 

integrated process of listening to and describing a particular voice. The clinician 
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needs intensive training in voice dimensions that identify pathology most effectively. 

Perceptual rating of voice quality is universally acknowledged as difficult task and 

one requires considerable experience in perceptual judgments. Voice quality may be 

considered as the perceived result of coordinated action of the various systems. The 

perceptual importance of different aspects of voice depends on context, attention, a 

listener‘s background and the listening task (Kreiman, Garratt, Kempster, Erman & 

Berkae, 1993). 

In the literature, there are varieties of perceptual scales described and reliability of the 

data varies from study to study. There are no reliable verbal terms defining vocal 

characteristics. Significant correlation between frequency perturbation and perceptual 

qualities such as instability, flutter, roughness, diplophonia and creackyness/vocal fry 

were found. Hammerberg, Fitzell, Gauffin and Sundburg (1986) concluded that 

perceptual evaluation by well trained listeners is reliable and reproducible and can be 

used for systematic evaluation purposes, if handled with precaution. These authors 

further concluded that voice quality can be more precisely perceived, if description 

about the professional terminologies were given to the listener.  

The reliability of perceptual voice evaluation can be improved by (Sarita, 2000),  

 Operationally defining the voice parameter to be evaluated. 

 Illustrating the voice quality parameters by samples of audio recordings. 

 Searching for acoustic and physiological correlates of perceptual parameters. 

 Hammerberg et al. (1986) pointed out that perceptual voice evaluation by clinically 

well trained listeners can be reliable if based on standardized rating procedure and 

that training for voice therapists can be more effective if perceptual acoustic 

relationships are identified. 
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In literature, there are many types of perceptual rating scales are available for the 

judgement of the voice disorders. And they are Categorical rating scale, Equal 

Appearing Interval (EAI) scales, Visual Analog Scale (VAS), Direct Magnitude 

Estimation (DME) or Paired Comparison. The other scales that were developed are; 

The Voice Profile (Wilson, 1987); The Voice Profile Analysis Protocol (Laver, 1980); 

The GRBAS scale (Committee of phonetory function tests of the Japan society and 

Logopedics and phoniatrics (Hirano, 1981)); Buffalo III Voice Profile (Wilson, 1987); 

and The Consensus Auditory-Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) (ASHA, 

2002).  

Assessment of voice related quality of life 

Ma and Yiu (2007) conducted a study where in the application of the ICF in voice 

disorders was highlighted. The aim of this article was to describe the consequences of 

voice disorders based on the World Health Organization‘s International Classification 

of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF). It described voice disorders under the 

four pivotal components of the ICF: Body Structures, Body Functions, Activities and 

Participation, and Contextual (Environmental and Personal) Factors. Using the ICF 

framework, the study also described the assessment and treatment tools for voice 

disorders. 

Need for voice related Quality of life assessment 

Development of the tools that can be used by a patient to communicate their feeling 

and impressions to clinicians about the impact of the voice disorder has on their 

lifestyle. The domains of lifestyle can be defined as in terms of activities of the daily 

living, communication ability, and quality of life, among other. A tool that defines 

these impacts on a patient and/or their family needs beyond the immediate 
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impairment. It is not uncommon for clinicians to underestimate the difficulties their 

patients are having, so any means to improve clinician awareness of such problems 

will ultimately enhance communication and patient care. 

ICF and Voice Disorders 

The impact of voice disorder on an individual is more than a mere visible abnormality 

of the larynx or audible deviant voice quality. The daily function of an individual are 

often affected as well. 

Impairment, Activity Limitation, and Participation Restriction:  

The WHO first proposed International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities and 

Handicaps (ICIDH) framework by in 1980 to describe disablement in three levels of 

experience as a consequence of disorder. These three levels are impairment, disability 

and handicap.   

Impairment refers to the impact on bodily function.  For example, a nodule on a vocal 

fold may cause impairment in vocal fold closure. Disability is defined as the impact 

on performance due to impairment, and handicap is the impact of the impairment or 

disability on social, environmental, or economic functioning. A salesperson with a 

vocal nodule who cannot speak loudly enough when talking to customers can be 

considered as having a form of disability. If the salesperson is required to change his 

or her job because of the inability to speak loudly, this occupational consequence and 

the economic consequences that follow are regarded as handicaps. Using the modified 

and new ICIDH-2 model (WHO, 1997), help the clinicians to differentiate between 

the two dimensions in voice disorders, i.e. the problem is due to activity-limitation 

dimension or due to participation-restriction dimension. If the problems are due to the 
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activity-limitation dimension, the activities could then be modified. If, however, it is 

related to participation restriction, one might aim to facilitate participation through 

counselling. Hence, limiting from the activities and restriction from participating in 

social contexts are the major concerns posed due to voice disorders.  

Voice Disorders and Body Structures and Functions 

Under the ICF, voice impairments are described in terms of impairments in body 

structures body functions. Body structures are the ―anatomical parts of the body‖ 

[Aronson, 1990]. Vocal fold with bilateral nodules is an example of Body Structures 

impairment. Body functions are the ―physiological functions of body systems 

(including psychological functions)‖ [Aronson, 1990]. An individual with a voice 

disorder may exhibit deficits in terms of loudness, vocal quality in production of 

voice. This also included Psychological consequences. The emotional reactions that 

the individual with dysphonia experiences because of the vocal deficits can be 

classified under personality and emotional functions. They define limitations of voice 

activity as the ―barriers for the adequate voice activities,‖ and voice participation 

restrictions as ―reduction of voice activities by an individual‖.  

ICF helps in understanding how environmental factors facilitate or hinder the 

functioning of individuals with dysphonia and then it also guides therapeutic 

directions as to how the environments should be modified to facilitate participation in 

the tasks. It also provides a comprehensive list of environmental factors.  

Voice Disorders and Contextual Factors 

Contextual Factors include both Environmental factors and Personal Factors 

components. They can externally influence (Environmental Factors) or internally 
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influence (Personal Factors) on the individual's functioning and disability (Aronson, 

1990). 

The ICF and Assessment of Voice Disorders 

An effective clinical voice assessment should comprehensively document the impacts 

of dysphonia on the individual. Traditional voice assessment batteries focus mainly at 

the impairments of laryngeal structures and functions, with little emphasis on the 

functional impacts on the dysphonic individuals and their quality of life. The ICF 

provides an excellent framework for extending voice assessment from merely an 

impairment approach to a more holistic approach by taking all the four ICF 

components: (1) Body Structures, (2) Body Functions, (3) Activities and 

Participation, and (4) Contextual Factors (both Environmental and Personal) into 

consideration (Verdolini, 2000). It is important to ask patients to fill out handicap 

scales and quality of life scales at the time of the initial assessment in order to gauge 

influence of the disorder. It is also equally important to have the patient fill out 

questionnaires, during the course of treatment, as an indicator of improvement or 

deterioration in status.  

Some Quality of life measuring tools available for Western cultures include the Voice 

Handicap Index (VHI) by  Jacobson, Johnson, Grywalski, Silbergleit, Jacobson, 

Benninger and Newman (1997), Voice Outcome Survey (VOS) by Richard, Robert, 

and William (1999), Voice-related Quality of Life (VRQOL) by Hogikyan and 

Sethuraman (1999), Voice Activity and Participation Profile (VAPP) by Ma and Yiu 

(2001), Pediatric Voice Outcome Survey (PVOS) by Hartnick (2002), the Voice 

Symptom Scale (VoiSS) by Deary, Wilson, Carding, and MacKenzie (2003), and 

Voice Handicap Index-10 (VHI-10) by Rosen, Lee, Osborne, Zullo, and Murry 
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(2004). In India Konnai, Jayaram, and Scherer (2010) developed a culturally sensitive 

tool, Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (VDOP) in English and Kannada version. In 

2014, Mahalingam, Boominathan, and Subramaniyan developed a Tamil version of 

voice disorder outcome profile (VDOP).  The self-assessment about how much can a 

voice problem affect the quality of life provides important data for the diagnosis of 

voice quality. 

Jacobson et al. (1997) developed a tool named Voice Handicapped Index (VHI), the 

purpose of the study was to develop a psychometrically handicap inventory that can 

be used for patients with voice disorders. In the methodology the authors investigated 

in 3 steps. In the 1
st
 step they developed a scale, in 2

nd
 step test-retest measurement 

was done, and in the 3
rd

 step they checked the relationship of VHI scores to voice 

disorder severity. They included 65 adults patients from voice clinic with mean age of 

52.3 years. The patients were diagnosed with different voice disorders by 

otolaryngologist and speech language pathologist. The items of the VHI was 

developed according to patients case history interview, initially authors were 

developed 85 items. These items were divided into 3 domains functional (25 items), 

emotional (31 items), and physical (29 items) aspects of voice disorders. These items 

would be rated on a 5 point rating scale; where ―0‖ indicate ―never‖ and ―4‖ indicate 

―always‖. The 85-item preliminary version of the VHI was reduced to a 30-item final 

version. The final version consisted of a 10-item in each of the subscale (functional, 

emotional, and physical). Authors found that the VHI items had good internal 

consistency, reliability and test-retest stability. Implications of the study is to educate 

the patients regarding the treatment process, and to understand the implications of 

voice problems in their own daily living and functioning contexts, and to change their 
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behavior motivation. It can be used to evaluate the efficacy of various voice disorder 

managements.  

Gliklich et al. (1999) validated a voice outcome survey in unilateral vocal cord 

paralysis patients with unilateral vocal cord paralysis (UVCP). The aim of the study 

was to develop and validate the Voice Outcome Survey (VOS). 56 subjects were 

without UVCP and 61 subjects were with UVCP were undergone the VOS process, 5-

item questionnaire with a single score. Mainly for unilateral vocal fold paralysis. The 

VOS gives a patient based evaluation of quality of life.  

Hogikyan and Sethuraman (1999) have presented a measure of voice related quality 

of life (V-RQOL) in a population of 109 patients with voice disorders and 22 phono-

normal individuals. It consists of a 10 items and the items were divided into two 

domains; 6 questions in Physical Functioning domain and 4 questions in Social-

Emotional domain. Mean increments of 15-20 point separate different stages in the 

degree of self perceived voice quality improvement following treatment. The authors 

reported that V-RQOL was reliable, valid, and responsive, and it carries a low burden. 

Measurement of V-RQOL is a valuable addition to the evaluation of dysphonic 

patients and their treatment outcomes. 

 

Ma & Yiu (2001) developed a Voice Activity and Participation Profile (VAPP). The 

28-items assessment tool was designed to evaluate the perception of voice problem, 

activity limitation and participation restriction, based on the International 

classification of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps-2 Beta-1 concept (WHO, 

1997). The questionnaire was administered on 40 subjects with dysphonic, 40 control 

subjects with normal voices. Results showed that the dysphonic group reported 

significantly more severe problem, limitation in daily voice activities and restricted 
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participation in these activities than the control group. The study also showed that the 

perception of a voice problem by the dysphonic subjects correlated positively with the 

perception of limitation in voice activities and restricted participation. However, the 

self-perceived voice problem poorly correlated with the degree of voice quality 

impairment measured acoustically and perceptually by speech pathologist. The data 

also showed that the aggregate scores on activity limitation and participation 

restriction were positively correlated. 

Rosen et al. (2004) conducted a study on Development and Validation of the Voice 

Handicap Index-10. The objective was to develop an abbreviated voice handicap 

assessment instrument and compare it with the Voice Handicap Index (VHI). They 

designed the study to validate the abbreviated VHI as well as item analysis of the VHI 

in individuals with and without voice disorders also the authors held the clinical 

consensus review of the VHI items to prioritize the clinical value of each of the VHI 

items (30 items in all). To do Item analysis of the VHI, they used the VHI responses 

of 100 patients with voice problems and 159 control subjects. The 10 most robust 

VHI items were selected using the item analysis and clinical consensus results to form 

the Voice Handicap Index-10 (VHI-10). Statistical analysis comparing the validity of 

the VHI-10 with the original 30 item- VHI was performed with 819 patients 

representing a wide spectrum of voice disorders. Authors found that in Statistical 

analysis of the VHI-30 and VHI-10 scores from the study group showed no 

statistically significant differences between the VHI-30 and the VHI-10. Irrespective 

of diagnosis, the correlation between the VHI-30 and the VHI-10 was greater than 

0.90 (P<0 .01). The ratios of the VHI-10 to VHI-30 scores for a variety of voice 

disorder categories were analyzed and found to be consistently greater than the 

expected value (33%). This suggested that VHI-10 may be a more robust instrument 
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than the VHI-30. The authors concluded that the VHI-10 is a powerful representation 

of the original VHI-30 which takes less time for the patient to complete without loss 

of validity. Thus, the VHI-10 can replace the original VHI-30 as an instrument to 

quantify. 

Singing Voice Handicap Index (SVHI) developed by Cohen et.al (2007), to evaluate 

the voice problems impact on singers. They were consisted 112 dysphonic and 129 

normal singers. The age range was 16 to 67 years. This study included professional 

and nonprofessional singers, of all type of singing styles. It consisted of 36 items 

which address the physical, social, emotional and economical effect of singing voice 

problems. It is a 5-point rating scale ranging from‖ never‖ (score of 0) to ―always‖ 

(score of 4). Total score is 144 and can be administered for all styles of singing.  It 

was reported that the SVHI treatment responsiveness correlated well with that of the 

VHI which was administered concurrently. Later it was modified by Cohen et al 

(2009) as singing voice handicap index-10 (SVHI-10) with 10 items as part of the 

questionnaire with single score for each item and total score was 40. 

 

In India, Konnai et al. (2010) developed Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (VDOP) in 

English and Kannada version. The objective of the study was to develop a culture 

specific Quality of Life measurement instrument for individuals with voice disorders 

in India. In the study, authors have taken 4 sets of individuals. Set 1: included 10 

SLPs, 10 masters students of SLP, and 5 patients with Dysphonia. Set 2: included of 

10 SLPs and five masters students, who were not participated in set one. Set 3: 

Authors have included 42 individuals with current Dysphonia and 30 were control 

group. Age of individuals in both the groups was ranged from 18–60 years. The 

control subjects were normal voice individuals. The subjects with Dysphonia were 
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diagnosed with a voice disorders. Set 4: They also considered 1 linguist and 5 normal 

adult bilingual speakers. They were proficient in both English and Kannada 

languages, which incorporated in set 4. They helped in translating and verifying the 

translation of the English version of Voice-DOP into Kannada. First, Voice-DOP was 

developed in English and they translated into Kannada. Voice-DOP of Kannada had 

32 questions under three domains such as physical, functional and emotional. Then 

they administered the Voice-DOP in both groups, and they obtained the scores. And 

they evaluated the reliability and validity of the Voice-DOP. Findings showed that 

Voice-DOP had higher internal consistency (Cronbach‘s alpha levels from 0.49 to 

0.84) and high test–retest reliability (r= 0.96–0.99). Voice-DOP distinguished the 

clinical group from the normal group, and correlations between co-efficient varied 

between 0.49–0.87 and the domain scores, results indicated appropriate construct 

validity. Concurrent validity was revealed a significant correlation (r= 0.51) between 

the Voice-DOP scores and the severity scores of the Dysphonic individuals. 

Correlation between males and females, Voice-DOP scores exhibited no significant 

difference between them. Authors concluded that the Voice-DOP was a reliable and 

valid measurement tool. Limitations of the study were that the patients needed more 

explanation about the visual analog scale, many of them found it difficult to visualize 

their responses on a 10-cm line. Second limitation was some of the questions in the 

emotional domain were understood as repeated due to inadequate discrimination 

between the words. ―No option‖ or not applicable response was not mentioned in the 

Voice-DOP. The questions under ‗‗job‘‘ in the functional domain were not applicable 

if female subject who are home makers, these questions may not be applicable.  

Later in 2014, Mahalingam et al. developed a Tamil version of voice disorder 

outcome profile. The purpose of the study was to translate and validate Voice 
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Disorder Outcome Profile (V-DOP) in Tamil from Kannada. 75 Dysphonia subjects 

were included in the clinical group; all were diagnosed by an Otolaryngologist and a 

speech pathologist as having voice problems. 20 individuals with no voice related 

problems were included in nonclinical group. This study was conducted in two 

phases: the English language V-DOP was adapted and translated into Tamil language. 

Then they given the translated version to 5 individuals who were proficient in Tamil 

language, they verified the translated version for appropriateness of meaning and 

usage. The expert individuals in Tamil language were given comments and 

suggestions were incorporated and finalized the V-DOP. Finalized Tamil version of 

V-DOP was administered on subjects of both groups for reliability and validity 

measures. The overall Cronbach coefficient for a V-DOP was 0.89 and the mean total 

V-DOP score was ―0‖ for the normals and 104.28 for the dysphonic individuals (SD 

=64.71). The emotional and functional domains were followed by the physical 

domain revealed a statistically significant correlation with the total scores. The 

authors concluded that the self-perception measure VDOP in Tamil was a reliable and 

valid instrument for measuring the impact of voice disorders in Tamil-speaking 

population.  

Individuals‘ vocational demands can increase the nature and degree of voice usage. It 

shows the impact on person‘s quality of life across different dimensions in their life. 

There is an availability of several self perception measuring tools which is 

standardized to assess the impact of vocal difficulties on the daily activities. World 

health organization suggested assessing the health problems before-after the therapy is 

not enough to give the severity of the disorder, rather measuring the quality of life is 

also necessary part in the assessment. There are several western culture tools available 

to measure the quality of life. In Indian culture only two quality of life assessment 
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tools are there; one in Tamil and another in Kannada language. There are 70 million 

people who speak Telugu language in world wide. No quality of life measurement 

tools available in Telugu language. There is a need to evaluate vocal difficulties and 

the impact on their quality of life in Telugu speaking population.    

 

Objectives of the study 

1. To adapt and translate the English version of the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-

DOP) into Telugu language. 

2. To validate the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile V-DOP in Telugu language. 

3. To compare the V-DOP scores between individuals with voice disorder and phono-

normal individuals. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Participants 

Two groups of subjects were participated in the study. Group-I consisted of 35 

participants with voice disorders and group-II consisted of 60 phono-normal 

individuals. The age of participants in the two groups ranged from 18 to 60 years. 

Inclusion criteria for group-I 

1. These subjects had history of voice problems. 

2. Subjects were diagnosed as having voice problems by an Otolaryngologist/ Speech 

pathologist. 

Inclusion criteria for group-II 

1. Subjects did not have any history and/or complaint of voice problems/difficulties. 

2. Subjects did not have any upper respiratory tract infection at the time of the study. 

Common criteria 

1. Subjects should know to read, write and speak both languages; Telugu (L1) and 

English (L2). 

2. Both the group of subjects was recruited from the state of Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana. 

Procedure 

The present study consisted of two phases; Phase-I is translation of voice disorder 

outcome profile (V-DOP) from English to Telugu. Phase-II is measuring the 

reliability and validity of the V-DOP in Telugu. 
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Phase-I: Translation of voice disorder outcome profile (V-DOP) in Telugu 

Phase-I has 3 steps; in step-1 the V-DOP developed by Konnai et al. (2010) in English 

was adapted in this study. The experimenter translated the English version of V-DOP 

into Telugu, who knows both English and Telugu languages to read, write and speak. 

In step-2, translated version of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire and original English 

version of V-DOP questionnaire was given to a Telugu professor who has completed 

Ph.D in Telugu literature and was proficient in reading, writing and speaking in both 

languages (Telugu & English). The professor was asked to check and verify the 

appropriateness, adequacy, accuracy, and ambiguity of words and sentences in each of 

the question in Telugu translated V-DOP questionnaire. After verifying the Telugu 

version of V-DOP, a few minor corrections were suggested by the professor and the 

same was incorporated and thus, a pre-finalized Telugu version of V-DOP was ready. 

Two Speech Language Pathologists (SLPs) who had more than 3 years of experience 

in assessing and treating voice disorder patients participated in step-3. Both the SLPs 

know Telugu and English languages to read, write and speak. Pre finalized Telugu 

version of the V-DOP was given to them and were asked to do ―Reverse translation‖ 

i.e., Revert back to English of the translated Telugu V-DOP. The experimenter 

compared Konnai et al.‘s (2010) English version of V-DOP questionnaire with the 

reverse translated English version of V-DOP questionnaire by both SLPs and found 

95% agreement between the two. These procedures ensured that the translated V-DOP 

in Telugu questionnaire has appropriateness interns of choice of words, sentence 

structure and meaning. Thus, the pre-final Telugu V-DOP was finalized after these 3 

steps to use it for further validation process (phase II). Final version of the Telugu V-

DOP questionnaire was shown in appendix I.  
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Phase-II: Measurement of reliability and validity of the V-DOP in Telugu 

Phase-II was carried out with series of steps such as; (a) Administration of Telugu V-

DOP questionnaire, (b) Measuring the validity of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire and 

(c) Measuring the reliability of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire. 

a) Administration of Telugu V-DOP 

                      Telugu V-DOP questionnaire has 32 questions. These 32 questions were 

grouped under three domains such as: physical, emotional, and functional domains. 

The functional domain has three sub-divisions which include; (i) job, (ii) daily 

communication, and (iii) social communication. Participants were instructed to give 

severity ratings of their voice problems which they may face in their daily living by 

putting an ‗X‘ mark on a 10 cm line that is a visual analog scale (VAS). On the 10 cm 

line towards the extreme left side indicate “never” and towards the extreme right side 

indicate “always”. If the individual mark the ‘X‘ extremely towards the left side it 

indicates normal if the ‗X‘ mark is extremely towards the right side means it indicates 

severe voice problem. There was an option of ―not applicable‖ under each question, if 

the participants felt a question is not applicable to them then they can choose this ―not 

applicable‖ option.  

The objectives of the present study were explained to the participants. Both oral and 

written consent were obtained from them (Appendix II). The translated version of the 

V-DOP in Telugu was administered to group I and group II participants individually 

for marking the symptoms on a VAS of 10 cm. Table 1 shows the details of the 

participants of group I. 
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Table 1. 

Number of voice disorder patients and its types between male and female participants 

of group I 

Diagnosis Number of patients 

 

Males Females Total 

 

Puberphonia 10 0 10 

Aphonia 1 0 1 

Low loudness 1 0 1 

Harsh voice 0 1 1 

Hoarse voice 2 1 3 

Breathy voice 2 3 5 

Glottic chink 1 0 1 

Unilateral vocal fold paralysis 2 2 4 

Vocal nodules 1 1 2 

Cyst in left side 1 0 1 

Sulcus vocalis 2 0 2 

Vocal polyp 1 1 2 

Squamus cell carcinoma 2 0 2 

Total 26 09 35 

 

b) Measuring the validity of Telugu V-DOP 

                      Validity of the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire was measured by 

administering it to both the group I and II.  

Scoring: 

                      In scoring, experimenter was measured the distance in centimeters from 

the left end of the line to the right end of the line.  Total V-DOP consisted of 32 

questions and each question carried maximum score ‗10‘ and minimum score ‗0‘. If a 

subject rated a question as ―not applicable‖ that was not considered for scoring. The 

total V-DOP scores were calculated by adding the three domains scores. The 
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maximum score of V-DOP would be 320 and minimum would be 0. The total V-DOP 

scores were compared between two groups using appropriate statistical methods.  

c) Measuring the reliability of Telugu V-DOP 

To measure the reliability of the Telugu V-DOP, internal consistency and test-retest 

reliability were employed in the study.  

Internal consistency of the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire was measured by 

correlating the individual item score to total V-DOP scores. The internal consistency 

of the V-DOP was estimated using item-to-total correlation and Cronbach α 

coefficient  

Test-retest reliability was measured by re-administering the Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire on 10% of the participants in group II with a gap of two weeks. For re-

administration, only 10 individuals of phono-normal individuals were considered. 

Owing to some difficulty in re-accessing the participants in group I, individuals with 

voice disorders were not included for test-retest reliability. As the participants in 

group I were (recruited) from outpatient departments in few hospitals, they did not 

follow-up for voice therapy in the period of data collection.   

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics – Mean, standard deviation and median scores of each item of 

Telugu V-DOP questionnaire were calculated for each individual in group I and II and 

then the scores were compared between the groups (domain specific as well as total 

V-DOP score). Non-parametric test was carried out for further statistical analysis. 

Mann-Whitney U test was performed for between group comparisons. Internal 

consistency of the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire was performed by using item-to-total 
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correlation and Cronbach coefficient α for both groups. Test-retest reliability was 

measured by re-administering the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire on 10% of the 

participants with a gap of two weeks.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The primary objective of the study was to adapt and translate the English version of 

the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-DOP) questionnaire into Telugu language. 

The secondary objective of the study was to validate the Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire. The tertiary objective of the study was to compare the Telugu V-DOP 

scores between individuals with voice disorder and phono-normal individuals. The 

study comprised of two phases. Phase I include translation of voice disorder outcome 

profile (V-DOP) questionnaire in Telugu and Phase II include the measurement of 

reliability and validity of the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire. 

 

Phase I: Translation of voice disorder outcome profile (V-DOP) in Telugu 

Translation of English version of V-DOP into Telugu language was done in Phase I 

by the experimenter. Appropriateness of the translation was evaluated by a Professor 

of Telugu literature. Professor suggested a few modifications after comparing the 

translated Telugu V-DOP and English V-DOP questionnaires and that was 

incorporated in the Telugu version of V-DOP (pre-final version). The pre-final Telugu 

V-DOP questionnaire was reverse translated into English by two SLPs who were 

experts in the Telugu and English languages. The reverse translated version as well as 

English version of the questionnaire was compared and found both original and 

reverse translated version of V-DOP was much similar and 95% agreement was 

observed between the two. So, the pre-final Telugu V-DOP questionnaire was 

finalized and utilized further in the present study.  
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Phase II: Reliability and validity of the V-DOP in Telugu 

Reliability measures of Telugu V-DOP: The internal consistency of the Telugu V-

DOP questionnaire was estimated using item-to-total correlation. Table 2 shows the 

item-to-total correlation (Cronbach‘s α coefficient) across three domains of Telugu V-

DOP questionnaire for group II. 

Table 2.  

Item-to-total correlation of each Item of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire for Group-II 

(phono-normal individuals) using Cronbach’s α coefficient 

              Physical              Emotional              Functional 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

1 0.77 11 0.78 21 0.83 

2 0.75 12 0.78 22 0.85 

3 0.75 13 0.76 23 0.85 

4 0.74 14 0.79 24 0.85 

5 0.73 15 0.80 25 0.86 

6 0.74 16 0.81 26 0.83 

7 0.75 17 0.76 27 0.86 

8 0.74 18 0.78 28 0.84 

9 0.76 19 0.78 29 0.86 

10 0.75 20 0.78 30 0.84 

 31 0.85 

32 0.85 

 

Results of item-to-total correlation revealed that the Cronbach‘s coefficient of Telugu 

V-DOP questionnaire for phono-normal individuals (group II) ranged from 0.73 to 

0.86 for the 32 questions. The Telugu V-DOP items revealed a high item-to-total 

correlation (α > 0.5). Cronbach α coefficients for physical and emotional domain are 

similar (0.8) and for functional domain, it is 0.9 for the phono-normal individuals 

(group-II). 
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Table 3.  

Item-to-total correlation of each Item of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire for Group-I 

(voice disorder) using Cronbach’s α coefficient 

            Physical           Emotional           Functional 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

Items Item-Total 

correlation 

1 0.95 11 0.90 21 0.87 

2 0.94 12 0.90 22 0.87 

3 0.94 13 0.90 23 0.86 

4 0.95 14 0.89 24 0.87 

5 0.94 15 0.90 25 0.88 

6 0.95 16 0.91 26 0.88 

7 0.95 17 0.91 27 0.87 

8 0.94 18 0.90 28 0.87 

9 0.95 19 0.90 29 0.89 

10 0.95 20 0.90 30 0.88 

 
31 0.86 

32 0.87 

 

Table 3 shows the results of item-to-total correlation of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire 

for patients with voice disorders (group I) ranged from 0.86 to 0.95. The Telugu V-

DOP items revealed a high item-to-total correlation (α > 0.5). Cronbach α coefficient 

for physical domain is 0.95; for emotional and functional domain it is 0.9 for 

individuals with voice disorder (group I). 
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Validity measures of V-DOP 

Table 4. 

Mean, standard deviation and median of each item in Telugu V-DOP for Group-II 

                     Physical                        Emotional                          Functional 

Ite

ms 

Mean SD Medi

an 

Items Mean SD Media

n 

Items Mean SD Media

n 

1 1.90 2.11 1.00 11 0.32 0.77 0.00 21 0.48 1.15 0.00 

2 1.03 1.69 0.00 12 0.30 0.80 0.00 22 0.21 0.41 0.00 

3 0.35 0.84 0.00 13 0.48 1.44 0.00 23 0.21 0.41 0.00 

4 1.13 1.65 0.00 14 0.17 0.41 0.00 24 0.12 0.32 0.00 

5 1.10 1.85 0.00 15 0.43 1.74 0.00 25 0.57 1.14 0.00 

6 0.93 1.41 0.00 16 0.77 2.28 0.00 26 0.28 0.80 0.00 

7 0.68 1.28 0.00 17 0.57 1.29 0.00 27 0.68 1.53 0.00 

8 0.65 1.24 0.00 18 0.18 0.62 0.00 28 0.28 0.71 0.00 

9 1.90 1.92 2.00 19 0.17 0.49 0.00 29 0.55 1.18 0.00 

10 0.57 1.25 0.00 20 0.17 0.52 0.00 30 0.31 0.88 0.00 

 31 0.29 0.77 0.00 

32 0.16 0.36 0.00 

    

 Table 4 shows mean, standard deviation and median scores of each item of Telugu V-

DOP questionnaire for the phono-normal individuals (group II).  

 

Table 5.  

Mean, standard deviation and median of each item in Telugu V-DOP for Group I 

           Physical            Emotional             Functional 

Ite

ms 

Mean SD Media

n 

Ite

ms 

Mean SD Media

n 

Item

s 

Mean SD Media

n 

1 6.29 2.92 7.00 11 6.46 2.68 7.00 21 3.22 2.64 3.50 

2 4.71 3.38 5.00 12 6.69 2.84 8.00 22 3.00 2.70 3.00 

3 4.63 3.60 5.00 13 6.00 2.93 6.00 23 2.44 2.91 2.50 

4 4.97 3.39 5.00 14 4.03 3.15 4.00 24 4.06 3.08 4.00 

5 6.43 2.97 7.00 15 3.71 3.01 4.00 25 3.77 3.40 3.00 

6 5.60 3.24 5.00 16 3.14 3.40 2.00 26 4.71 3.19 5.00 

7 5.63 3.00 6.00 17 4.86 3.58 5.00 27 5.17 3.27 5.00 

8 5.11 3.50 6.00 18 4.74 2.93 5.00 28 3.57 3.31 3.00 

9 5.69 2.90 5.00 19 3.89 3.33 4.00 29 4.89 2.80 4.00 

10 2.63 2.81 2.00 20 3.00 3.02 3.00 30 4.21 3.44 3.00 

 31 3.03 3.17 3.00 

32 3.85 3.38 3.00 
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Table 5 shows mean, standard deviation and median scores of each item of Telugu V-

DOP for voice disorder patients (group I).  

 

Table 6. 

Mean, standard deviation and median of each domain and total V-DOP score of 

group I and group II in Telugu 

Domains 
Group I Group II 

Mean SD Median Mean SD Median 

Physical 51.68 26.96 61.00 10.25 8.99 9.50 

Emotional 46.51 23.31 46.00 3.55 7.18 0.00 

Functional 41.40 26.57 46.00 3.65 6.31 0.00 

Total 139.60 69.46 147.00 17.45 18.52 10.50 

 

Table 6 shows mean, standard deviation and median scores of each domain and total 

V-DOP score for group II (phono-normal individuals) and group I (voice disorder 

patients). The mean total V-DOP scores for the group II is 17 (SD=19). Also, the total 

median score for group II is 11. The mean total V-DOP score for group I is 140 

(SD=69). Voice disorder patients (group I) had higher V-DOP scores compared to 

phono-normal individuals (Group II). Individuals with voice disorders (group I) 

scored the highest in physical domain followed by emotional and functional domain. 

Mean physical domain scores are higher then followed by functional and emotional 

domains in group II. 
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Table 7. 

Mean rank scores for group comparison (between I and II) for all items 

Items Group I Group II 

Mean Rank Mean Rank 

1 70.19 35.06 

2 65.49 37.80 

3 66.41 37.26 

4 66.61 37.14 

5 72.80 33.53 

6 70.53 34.86 

7 73.67 33.03 

8 68.54 36.02 

9 68.93 35.79 

10 59.61 41.23 

11 74.90 32.31 

12 74.89 32.32 

13 74.50 32.54 

14 70.90 34.64 

15 69.47 35.48 

16 60.07 40.96 

17 67.54 36.60 

18 74.46 32.57 

19 69.60 35.40 

20 65.27 37.93 

21 32.89 18.48 

22 32.67 18.62 

23 30.72 19.83 

24 73.67 33.03 

25 63.87 38.74 

26 70.36 34.96 

27 70.54 34.85 

28 65.46 37.82 

29 73.73 32.99 

30 67.24 34.34 

31 62.19 37.30 

32 67.22 34.35 

 

Table 7 shows the results of Mann Whitney U test where the mean rank scores for 

group I (Voice disorder patients) are higher than group II (phono-normal individuals).  
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Table 8.  

Results of Mann Whitney U test for group comparison for all items 

Items Mann-Whitney U |Z| Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 

1 273.50 6.05 0.000 

2 438.00 5.00 0.000 

3 405.50 5.66 0.000 

4 398.50 5.27 0.000 

5 182.00 6.95 0.000 

6 261.50 6.31 0.000 

7 151.50 7.29 0.000 

8 331.00 5.95 0.000 

9 317.50 5.72 0.000 

10 643.50 3.66 0.000 

11 108.50 7.91 0.000 

12 109.00 7.99 0.000 

13 122.50 7.79 0.000 

14 248.50 7.04 0.000 

15 298.50 6.65 0.000 

16 627.50 3.84 0.000 

17 366.00 5.84 0.000 

18 124.00 8.01 0.000 

19 294.00 6.75 0.000 

20 445.50 5.72 0.000 

21 101.00 3.94 0.000 

22 105.00 3.91 0.000 

23 140.00 3.14 0.002 

24 151.50 7.84 0.000 

25 494.50 4.78 0.000 

26 267.50 6.78 0.000 

27 261.00 6.53 0.000 

28 439.00 5.50 0.000 

29 149.50 7.42 0.000 

30 281.00 6.35 0.000 

31 452.50 4.99 0.000 

32 281.50 6.53 0.000 

 

Table 8 shows the results of Mann Whitney U test for group comparison of Telugu V-

DOP scores. Mann Whitney U test revealed mean rank scores for group I (Voice 

disorder patients) are higher compared to group II (phono-normal individuals) in the 
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Telugu V-DOP questionnaire for all the 32 items (table 7). The higher mean rank 

score in group I indicate that group I individuals scored higher in Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire.  Higher scores in Telugu V-DOP of group I is statistically found to be 

significant at p<0.01 level for all the thirty two questions.   

  

Test-retest reliability: Test-retest reliability was measured by re-administering the 

Telugu V-DOP questionnaire on 10 phono-normal individuals (>10% of participants 

in group II) with a gap of two weeks. Re-administered scores of Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire showed 100% agreement between the two instances of administration 

(that is, first time and two weeks later). 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The aim of the present study was to adapt and translate the English version of V-DOP 

into Telugu language and clinically validate the same. This procedure was carried out 

in three steps; (a) Translation of voice disorder outcome profile (V-DOP) to Telugu 

language, (b) Measuring the reliability of the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire and (c) 

Validating the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire.  

(a) Translation of voice disorder outcome profile (V-DOP) in Telugu (Phase I) 

Verification of the translated version of Telugu V-DOP was done by an expert 

(Telugu Professor) which was based on accuracy, appropriateness, adequacy and 

ambiguity of word choice and sentence structure and its meaning aspects. The 

translated version of Telugu V-DOP questionnaire has high agreement with the 

reversed translation version made by two SLPs. Thus, the final Telugu version of V-

DOP questionnaire evolved and was used in the study. 

Reliability and validity of the V-DOP in Telugu (Phase II) 

(b) Reliability of the V-DOP in Telugu 

The results of the present study revealed that the overall item-to-total correlation 

using Cronbach α coefficient was 0.95 for the individuals with voice disorder (group 

I) and 0.86 for phono-normal individuals (group II) which indicated the Telugu V-

DOP is a reliable measure to assess the impact of potential voice problems on quality 

of life in Telugu speaking population. The result of the present study is in consonance 

with the earlier findings of Konnai et al. (2010) and Mahalingam et al. (2014). The 

item-to-total correlation using Cronbach α coefficient obtained for Kannada V-DOP 

questionnaire was varied between 0.49 to 0.84, as reported by Konnai et al. (2010). 
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Whereas, Mahalingam et al. (2014) found the item-to-total correlation using Cronbach 

α coefficient for Tamil V-DOP questionnaire was 0.89. The present study found the 

item-to-total correlation using Cronbach α coefficient for Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire was 0.95 which is higher compared to the previous studies in voice 

disorder patients. The higher Cronbach α coefficient and item-to-total correlation 

indicated Telugu V-DOP questionnaire has higher reliability compared to Kannada 

and Tamil V-DOP questionnaire.  

 (c) Validity of the V-DOP in Telugu  

The mean total V-DOP scores obtained in Telugu for group II (phono-normal 

individuals) was 17 (SD=19) as against the mean total scores of 140 (SD=69) 

obtained for group I (voice disorder patients) and this difference was statistically 

significant at 0.05 level. Higher scores for group I (voice disorder patients) in Telugu 

V-DOP indicate a significant impact on the quality of life of individuals with voice 

problems encompassing the physical, emotional and functional aspects of their life. 

As stated earlier, group II obtained a mean total score of 17 and a standard deviation 

of 19. Therefore, a score of 36 (17 ± 19) or below 36 would indicate a normal voice. 

Group I obtained a mean total score of 140 and a standard deviation of 69 in Telugu 

V-DOP. Hence, a score of 70 (140 ± 69) or between 70 and 209 would indicate voice 

problems. Also, scores ranging between 36 and 70 would denote at risk to develop 

voice problems. Future studies are warranted in this direction.   

 

Mahalingam et al. (2014) reported the total mean score for Tamil V-DOP in non-

clinical group was zero and it was 104 (standard deviation =65) for clinical group. 

Similarly, Konnai et al. (2010) reported that the mean total score for Kannada V-DOP 

in dysphonic group was 124 (SD= 63) and it was zero for control group. In 

comparison to the above two studies, the total mean scores obtained for phono-normal 
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individuals in the current study was higher (17). Higher scores on Telugu V-DOP by 

phono-normal individuals can be attributed to the fact they predominantly belonged to 

the age range of 18-25 years, where they probably might be still undergoing the 

pubertal voice changes. Also, majority of participants in group II (phono-normal 

individuals) were University students who undergoing speech & hearing course. 

Relatively they might involve in heavy use of their voice for about 3 to 4 hours a day 

as per the curriculum. Therefore, the increased Telugu V-DOP scores in the present 

study for phono-normal individuals (group II) could be contributed to the above two 

factors.  

On comparing the scores obtained among the three domain of Telugu V-DOP 

questionnaire, it can be noted that the physical domain had higher scores compared to 

functional and emotional domains and this phenomena was noticed in both the 

individuals with voice disorders (group I) and phono-normal individuals (group II). 

These findings are in consonance with the results obtained by Konnai et al. (2010) 

and Mahalingam et al. (2014) where these authors found higher scores in physical 

domain than functional and emotional domains of V-DOP questionnaire. The 

functional domain had three questions related to ‗job‘. The individuals who 

participated in the study were mostly students and homemakers and hence this ‗job‘ 

related questions were not included for scoring. This could have contributed to 

reduced scores in the functional domain. The results of the current study revealed that 

the effect of voice difficulties was not equally distributed and depended on other 

factors such as individual factors (voice use, occupation, life style, food habits) and 

environmental factors (work space) and so on.  
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 Test-retest reliability was carried out for the phono-normal individuals (group II) 

within a span of 1 week and the results revealed a 100% agreement. This is in 

consonance with the test-retest reliability scores obtained by Konnai et al. (2010) 

using Kannada V-DOP questionnaire (r = 0.96 - 0.99). For measuring the test-retest 

reliability, individuals from group I (voice disorder patients) was not considered as 

they were chosen from the out-patient departments of various hospitals/clinics and 

was not feasible for follow up by the experimenter and many did not follow for voice 

intervention.   
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The primary focus of the present study was to adapt and translate the English version 

of the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-DOP) questionnaire into Telugu language. 

For this, translation and reverse translation steps were performed with the help of two 

SLPs and one professor in Telugu literature to analyze appropriateness of the 

translation version of Telugu V-DOP and there was a 95% agreement for each items 

evolved in the questionnaire. 

The secondary focus of this study was to validate the Voice Disorder Outcome Profile 

V-DOP in Telugu language. Total mean and standard deviation scores were higher in 

group-I (mean total 140) than in group-II (mean total 17). To see the Reliability 

measures of V-DOP, internal consistency of the V-DOP was estimated using item-

total correlation and Cronbach α coefficient. The V-DOP items had a high item-total 

correlation for both the groups (group I-0.86 and group II-0.95). Similar findings were 

shown in Kannada V-DOP by Konnai et al (2010), and Tamil V-DOP by Mahalingam 

et al (2014). In the present study good internal consistency was observed for the V-

DOP items in Telugu. Result of test-retest reliability for Telugu V-DOP questionnaire 

was found to be higher which shows as good test-retest reliability.  

Therefore, this study was carried out to compare the V-DOP scores between 

individuals with voice disorder and phono-normal individuals. Total mean V-DOP 

scores were higher in individuals with voice disorder (group I) than phono-normal 

individuals (group II). Mann Whitney U test was performed to see the significant 

difference between groups it revealed mean rank scores for group-I from question 
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number one to question number thirty two are higher than group II. This shows group 

I scored significantly higher in the Telugu V-DOP questionnaire.  

   

Major findings of the present study are as summarized below; 

First, the translated questionnaire was verified at two different stages before it was 

finalized. This included an expert‘s contribution and reverse translation (by two 

SLPs). Also, there was higher agreement (95%) between the test items in the original 

English version of V-DOP and the reverse translated version of Telugu V-DOP into 

English.  

Second, there was a good internal consistency measured by item-to-total correlation 

using Cronbach‘s α coefficient (0.95) for each item in Telugu V-DOP questionnaire. 

Third, significant difference found between group I (phono-normal individuals: 17) 

and group II (individuals with voice disorders: 140) on mean total V-DOP scores. 

Fourth, there was a 100% agreement between test-retest reliability measures. 

 

Implications of the study 

1. The translated version of the V-DOP tool can be used in assessing the quality of life 

in individuals with voice disorders, particularly Telugu speaking population. 

2. V-DOP of Telugu provides the patient‘s perception of their voice disorder. 

3. It provides the clinician with domain specific scores, which in turn will help him/her 

to plan appropriate intervention.  

4. V-DOP in Telugu is a quick (<10 minutes) subjective assessment tool to understand 

the impact of voice problem which can be incorporated in clinical evaluation of voice. 
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Limitations of the present study 

 A few individuals who participated in the present study found difficulty to rate on a 

10 cm line as they do not know to convert their impact of voice problem perceptually 

on a visual analog scale.  

 Lesser number of participants in group I participated in the study.  

Future direction of the study 

 Consider more number of participants in the voice disorder group. 

 Use the numbers on 10 cm visual analog scale for the good comprehensibility to rate 

the voice difficulties of their own perceptions.  

 Future studies can be done to correlate between the subjective perception of voice 

problem (V-DOP score) and objective findings in voice disorder patients. 
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APPENDIX I 

Questionnaire used in the study 

మీ యొక్క స్వర తీవ్రతను స ొంతముగా గ్రహ ొంచుట 

 

స్ూచన:- దయచేస క్రింది రవనలకు షమాధానాలు ఇఴవిండి. 10 cm గీత మీద మీ షవర 

షమషయ తీఴరతను బట్టి (‘x’) గురతు తు ెటి్ిండి. ఉదాసరణక్ :- ‘x’ గురతు తు ూర్తుగహ ఎడమవ ైు 

ెట్టి రింట్ే దాతు అరధిం మీ షవరిం సహధారణింగహ (ఎట్ుఴింట్ట షమషయ లేకుిండా) ఉిందతు. అదే 

విధింగహ ‘x’ గురతు తు ూర్తుగహ కుడివ ైు ెట్టి రింట్ే మీ షవర షమషయ తీఴరత ఎకుుఴగహ ఉింద ిఅతు 

అరధిం.  

            మీ షవర షమషయ తీఴరత ఇుడు ఎింత ఉింది ? 

సహధారణింగహ                                                                                                          

చాలా తీఴరింగహ 
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స్వరొంలోతు అస్తవ్యస్థ  పలితొం గ్ుర ొంచి తెలి ేనమూనా 

 స్ూచన:- దయచేస క్రింది రవనలకు షమాధానాలు ఇఴవిండి. 10 cm గీత మీద మీరత 

ఎదుర్్ుింట్ునన షవర షమషయల ఆధార్హింగహ ‘x’ గురతు తు ెటి్ిండి. ఉదాసరణక ్ :- ‘x’ గురతు తు 

ుర్తుగహ ఎడమవ ైు ెట్టి రింట్ ే (0) దాతు అరధిం మీ షవరింలో ఎపుడు అటువ్ొంటి స్మస్య 

రాలేదతు. అదే విధింగహ ‘x’ గురతు తు ూర్తుగహ కుడివ ైు ెట్టి రింట్(ే10) మీరత ఎలలపుడూ ఆ 

స్మస్యతు ఎదుర్కొంటునాారతు అరధిం. ఒక వేళ క్రింది రవనలలో ఎద ైనా రవన మీకు చ ిందదు (ఆ 

ర్తసితి మీకు ర్హలేదు) అింట్ ేమీరత “చెొందదు” “(చె)” అనే దగగర (    )గురతు తు ెటి్ిండి. 

 

I.శారీరక్ స్ొంఫొంధ 

1. మీరత చాలా సేు మాట్టా డితే అలిసపో తార్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

2. మీరత మాట్టా డుతుననుడు మీకు శ్హవష షర్తపో ఴట్ిం లేదా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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3. మీరత మాట్టా డట్టతుక్ చాలా వరమ డుతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

4. ర్ోజింతట్టలో మీ షవరింలో మారత కతుషుు ిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

5. ెదదగహ మాట్టా డట్టతుక్ మీకు కశిింగహ ఉిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

6. ఎకుుఴ షమయిం మాట్టా డిన తర్హవత మీ గోింతు మూగబో యినట్ుా గహ ఉింట్ుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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7. మీ ధవతులో ( షవరింలో) షశిత కోలోతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

8. మాట్టమాట్టక ్మీ గోింతును షఴర్తించుకోఴలసన అఴషరిం ఉింట్ుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                       5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

9. మీరత తురింతర్హయింగహ మట్టా డిన తర్హవత మీ గోింతు పొ డిబటర్తనట్ుా గహ అతుషుు ిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

10. మీరత  మాట్టా డుతుననుడు మీ గోింతులో నొగహ ఉింట్ుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                       5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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II. భావోద్వవగాతుకి స్ొంఫొంధ ొంచి 

11. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ మిమమలిన కలఴరెడుతుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

12. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీరత బటధడుతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

13. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయతు ఇతరతలు అరిిం చేషుకుింట్ునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

14. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీరత మీ ఆతమవిశ్హవసహతున కోలోతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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15. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీకు మీరత తకుుఴ పహర ముఖ్యతగహ భటవిషుు నానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

16. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీరత ఇతరతలతో మట్టా డుతుననుడు షృస కలిగత 

ఉింట్ునానర్హ  

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

17. ఇతరతలు మిమమలిన మరల తిర్తగత చ మననుడు మీకు ఇబబింది కలుగుతుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

18. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన విసగతపో తునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

19. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన సగుగ డుతునానర్హ ? 
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ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

20.  మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీ ఴయక్ుతవిం ద బబతిింట్ుింట్ుిందా ?  

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

 III. కారయ తురవహణక్ు స్ొంఫొంధ ొంచి 

(a) ఉద్యయగ్ొం :- 

21. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీ తుక్ భింగిం కలుగుతుిందా ?  

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

22. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీరత మీ తు నుించి తకుుఴగహ షవర్హతున ఉయోగతించ ే

తుక్ మారఴలస ఴషుు ిందా ?  

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                  10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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23. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీ షింపహదన తకుుఴగహ ఉిందతు భటవిషుు నానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

(b) రతిరోజు స్ొంభాషణ :- 

24. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన మీరత ఇతరతలతో మాట్టా డట్ిం మానుకుింట్ునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

25. ఇతరతలు మీరత ఏిం మాట్టా డార్ో తిర్తగత చ మతు అడుగుతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                         10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

26. మీరత ఫో నులో మాట్టా డుతుననుడు అఴతలి వహర్తక్ అరధిం చేషుకోఴట్ిం కశిిం అఴుతుిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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27. వబద (గోల) రదేశ్హలలో మీ షవర షింబింధ షమషయ మీ షింభటశణతు ద బబతీషుు ిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

28. మీ షవర షింబింధత షమషయ మీరత తువశబద రదేశ్హలలో ఇతరతలతో షింభటషించడాతుక్ ఇబబింద ి

కలిగతషుు ిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

29. ఇతరతలు మిమమలిన ెదదగహ మాట్టా డమతు అడుగుతునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

(c) సామాజిక్ స్ొంభాషణ :- 

30. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ ఴలన సహమాజిక షమావేశ్హలలో పహలగగ నలేక పో తునానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 
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31. మీ షవర షింబింధిత షమషయ మీ కుట్ుింబ షభుయలను, సేనహితులను, మీ తోట్ట ఉదయ యగులను 

విసగతషుు ిందా ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

32. మీ షవరిం మీ ఴయక్ుగత మర్తయు సహమాజిక జీవితాతుక్ అడుు గహ ఉిందతు భటవిషుు నానర్హ ? 

ఎుడూలేదు 0                                      5                                          10 

ఎలాుడూఉింది(చ ) 

 

 

ేరు:-                                                                              వ్యస్ుు/ లిొంగ్ొం:- 

తు:- 
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APENDIX II 

All India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Manasagangothri, 

Mysuru, 570006 

Voice Disorder Outcome Profile Adaptation and Validation in Telugu 

Consent Form 

 

I,  Saraswathi T, final year Master student, carrying out a research project regarding 

the above mentioned topic under the guidance of Dr. R. Rajasudhakar, Dept. of 

Speech- Language Sciences at AIISH. I am developing a questionnaire in Telugu to 

measure the quality of life individuals within voice disorder. The aim of the study is 

to adapt the English version of Voice Disorder Outcome Profile (V-DOP) 

questionnaire and validate the same in Telugu. The outcome of the research project 

will help the clinician to know about the extent of voice problem in individuals with 

voice disorder and to plan appropriate intervention. Your identity and your responses 

in the questionnaire will be kept confidential and will not reveal to anyone. 

  

I ................................................. have been informed about the aim and outcome of 

the study as mentioned above. I hereby agree to participate in the study. 

 

Signature 

Date: 
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